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www.stayisland.mv



The exotic experience of the 
Maldivian ocean awaits you.
The Maldives is the place on earth where the 
sand is as white as the snow, the shore lines as 
blue as a turquoise gem stone, most importantly 
a homeland to hundreds of species of fishes, 
including tiny vibrant reef fishes, moray eels and 
types of tunas. Oceans covered with dense coral 
reefs featuring a fantasy world under the water. 

The Indian Ocean surrounding the Maldivian 
archipelago is full of activities, such as scuba 
diving, fishing, cruising, and surfing. Cruising on a 
boat is the most effective way to experience it all. 
While all islands have their own reef to explore, 
there are also more obscure experiences to be 
had, such as diving to see the whale sharks or 
giant manta rays in certain parts of the ocean. 

Stay Madivaru



FOUR 
ADVENTURES
 IN ONE TRIP



‘Stay Madivaru’ the perfect getaway vacations 
for both introverts and extroverts with highly 
versatile activities carried out and incredible 
services provided, planned and operated by 
stay islands private limited.

 ‘Stay Madivaru’ is a stunning locally build 25m 
teakwood boat which has been completely 
refurbished in 2015, bringing out a true 
uniqueness to this boat by enlightening the 
modern gestures assuring complete comfort 
to the passengers from all over the world.

Laying under the sun, soaking in the bright 
rays along with the luxury cravings all in one 
could be experienced at ‘Stay Madivaru’ which 
boasts a vast saloon, bar dining area  and 
also a sundeck. The saloon is furnished with 
comfortable dinette sofas perfect to lounge the 
day away. The sundeck is situated above the 
saloon, furnished with both sundeck chairs and 
sun beds, ideal for all sun lovers.

Liveaboard



Length: 25 meters
Width: 8 meters

Technical Specification

Facilities
Wifi
Bar

Sundeck
Lounge

Television
Music Player

Snorkeling Gear
Fishing line

Dingy with outboard engine
Dhoni

GPS Plotter
CB Set
VHF Radio
Binoculars
Search Light

Compass
Map
Life Jacket
Life Buoys
Fire 

Draft: 1.8 meters
Cruising speed: 10 knots

Engine: 1 Yanmar 350 HP
2 Generator set

Extinguishers
Smoke Detectors
Gas Detectors
Fire Blanket
First Aid Kit



Stay Madivaru offers six comfortable cabins, four twin and two double cabins which are 
fully air conditioned with individual thermostat control, en-suite shower and WC.

Accommodation

Double bed

Twin bed



Our team consists of highly dedicated individuals who strongly believe in teamwork, 
constant innovation, and drive to be the best, while continuously exceeding the 
expectation of our customers. The team on Stay Madivaru has been carefully selected, 
bringing in a good mix of Maldivian personality and also professionalism to make your 
trip aboard as memorable and enjoyable as possible.

on request on request 

Cruising Team

Activities

Night
Fishing

BBQ on Dessert 
Island

Snorkeling

Sand Bank Visit

Visit to male 
City

Wave Surfing

Island Hopping

Diving

Visit to Resort

Yacht slide 



‘Stay Madivaru’ gives you the chance to live the idea of leaving the world and entering 
into something far mysterious and undoubtedly scary, THE SEA, and the Maldives is 
known as “the tropical paradise” for reasons such as its beauty of the sea. During the dive 
trip professional divers will accompany the passengers and provide guidance throughout 
the journey. The journey will take you to the amazing underwater life with mesmerizing 
corals and the creatures living in the corals. Dolphins, manta rays, as well as sharks will 
be part of your experience that you would carry home to cherish forever.

"A chance to explore 
underwater beauty"Dive Trips

MOST POPULAR BOAT TRIPS



Why spend your entire holiday in the same resort when you can cruise the Maldives 
from island to island with your private boat? With us you can explore the archipelago 
by spending each day in a different location, while comfortably cruising aboard Stay 
Madivaru. The journey will take you to will give you chance to snorkel with mantas, whale 
sharks and turtles. 

"A chance to explore  
beauty of maldives"Crusing Trips



It would be amazing for any human being to rule the sea. sliding over the waves writing 
your own lines on the waves just seems too dreamy but the surf trips arranged by ”Stay 
Madivaru” gives the perfect opportunity to the ocean lovers to enjoy the waves to beyond 
the satisfactory amount, by Finding the comfort in surfing in the thundering waves of a 
crystal clear ocean.

Find your waves 
with Stay MadivaruSurf Trips



This live-aboard fishing in Stay Madivaru takes away the resort part and makes the price 
more down-to-earth. You get to have a week-long vacation in this tropical paradise with 
accommodation and all meals included. Not forgetting fishing, too! A wide range of fish 
inhabit the Maldivian seas, such as amberjack, barracuda, Bluefin trevally, bonefish, giant 
trevally, groupers of all sorts, tuna including dogtooth tuna, marlin, sailfish, permit, wahoo 
and more. Anglers can indulge in a wide range of fishing styles, be they fly fishing or spin 
fishing, jigging, popping, and so on.

We go 
fishingFishing trips



The best thing about the boat 
trip in the Maldives is the 
feeling of discovery!

Your boat 
holiday in the 
Maldives



Contact Us
stay@stayislands.mv

fb.com/Stayislands

@stayislands

www.stayisland.mv

+960 334 0567

+960 9100413



All these 
amazing 
experiences 
awaits you 


